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THE 8th CONTEMPORARY

ART EXHIBITION

1 - 9 SEPTEMBER 2018
CASA DEI CARRARESI

THE 8th EDITION
Starting from September 1, 2018, The 8th CONTEMPORARY ART SHOW
is going to take place at Casa dei Carraresi Museum in Treviso. It is an
annual exhibition set up by ARTIKA (Italian Art Company) and curated by
Daniel Buso.
The art curator will select a group of 80 international artists that will have
the opportunity to exhibit their works in this famous location. The
exhibition will be displayed in 2 floors of the building and it will host
different artistic styles and concepts: painting, sculpture, video,
installation and photography. This is an opportunity to get in touch with
various artwork but also an opportunity to meet different points of view
and analyze the future of contemporary art, discussing it with experts and
visitors.

This is the 8° edition of this project, confirming its importance and necessity
in the process of promoting contemporary art. During these years, more than
300 national and international artists signed up, wiilling to be part of this
exhibition. The very firs exhibition, in 2011, hosted a group of Venetian
artists, while the following ones have been displaying a range of international
artists, becoming one of the most significant and relevant exhibit. It plays
indeed a central role in the process of uncovering this century’s contemporary
artists, attentively selected by the Art Curator, Daniel Buso, their esthetic
experiences and their stylistic choices.
Every year, thousands of people gather together to be part of this exhibition.
But this year, we are expecting this number to increase, due to the success of
other projects organized and curated by ARTIKA, such as «PLANTARIUM»,
«Giappone fiorito» and «RITRATTI – Tiziano, Tintoretto e artisti veneti del XXI
secolo».
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PROGETTO RASSEGNA

HOW TO SIGN UP
PLEASE SEND AN EMAIL TO: mostre@artikaeventi.com, with the
following information:
1. A file containing the artworks you want to exhibit (.jpeg)
2. Personal webpage or Facebook profile
3. Biography (less than 700 words)
4. Description or art critic (less than 700 words)
5. Application form
TAKING PART TO THE SELECTION PROCESS IS FREE.
ONLY IF SELECTED, YOU WILL HAVE TO SIGN THE CONTRACT AND PAY
THE PARTECIPATION FEE (BANK TRANSFER).

- DEADLINE TO PARTICIPATE: JUNE 24, 2018
- PAYMENT AND CONTRACT: JULY 1, 2018
- ARTWORKS DELIVERY:
WHEN: 23 - 24 AUGUST 2018
WHERE: VIA CADUTI DI CEFALONIA 5/b, 31100, TREVISO, ITALY
ARTIKA WILL DEAL WITH THE PROCESS OF SENDING BACK THE
ARTWORKS. THE DELIVERY WILL BE HELD BY BARTOLINI
- ARTWORKS HAND DELIVERY:
WHEN: call +39 3491623368 and TAKE AN APPOINTMENT
WHERE: VIA PALESTRO 33, 31100, TREVISO, ITALY
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TERMS AND DEADLINE

FEES
- IT CAN VARY ACCORDING TO THE SPACE NEEDED TO EXHIBIT
- It includes: setting up, catalogue, tickets for the opening ceremony
- ARTIKA will handle: advertisemente (media and newspapers, posters);
invitation to a selected audience (6000, mailing list) and Facebook
(5800 contacts); security guards and visitor assistance; catalogue and
its publication; setting up of the names and descriptions of the artists
and their artworks; opening ceremony and buffet; daily events.
- We also offer an ART CRITIC service: 100 € + VAT)

SPACE
ON THE WALL
1,5 M = 90 € (+VAT) / 1 page in the catalogue
4 M = 170 € (+VAT) / 2 pages
6 M = 210 € (+VAT) / 4 pages
SOLO ROOM = 470 € (+VAT) / 6 pages
SCULPTURES AND INSTALLATIONS
1 artwork = 70 € (+VAT) / 1 page
2 artworks = 120 € (+VAT) / 2 page
3 artworks = 170 € (+VAT) / 4 page
SOLO ROOM = 470 € (+VAT / 6 pages
YOU CAN PROCEED WITH THE PAYMENT ONLY IF SELECTED
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FORM
I, the undersigned ……………………………………………………………………….
Born in ……………………………… (day/month/year)………………..……………
Resident in (city/country) ….………………………………………………………….
(Address) …….……………………………………………………………………………
Billing data …………..………..……………………………………………………......
……………………………………………………………………………………………….
Cell Phone ………………………….… Web site .………………………................
Declare to display the following ARTWORKS at the 8° Contemporary Art
Exhibition, of which I have already sent the copy via email. I thereby
authorize ARTIKA to use them during the realization of the catalogue, as
well as to promote the exhibition
(please fill in with: SIZE, TECHNIQUE, YEAR, VALUE €);
……………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………….
Space
needed
……………………………………….............………………..
(meters or number of sculptures)

Signature and date ….…………………………………………………………..........
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LOCATION
CASA DEI CARRARESI is the most important art space in Treviso. It is built
in the city center and its modern shape derives from the connection
between two medieval buildings: Ca’ dei Carraresi and Ca’ Brittoni. It has
been an art space since the end of the XXth Century.
During several years Casa dei Carraresi has host many important and
international exhibitions: a group of art shows concerning impressionist
painting, a series of exhibitions about Oriental Art (China, Japan, India …),
two exhibitions of XIXth and XXth Century Venitian Art, Canaletto’s solo
show and a big show called «The Painter and its Model, from Canova to
Picasso».
The Contemporary Art Show is one of the most seen event in Casa dei
Carraresi, with more than 2ooo visitors every year since 2011.
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INFORMATION*

SCHEDULE

ENTRANCE

01 – 09 /
09 / 2018

FREE
OPENING

TUE, THU, WED, FRY

10 a.m. – 7 p.m.

September 1, 2018

CLOSED ON MONDAY

6 p.m.

SAT, SUN

Presentation by the
Art Curator
Daniel Buso
and buffet

10 a.m. – 8 p.m.
ALL DAY LONG

LOCATION

CATALOGUE

CASA DEI CARRARESI

ARTIKA EDITION

VIA PALESTRO 33
31100 TREVISO

PRICE TO THE
PUBLIC: € 5,00

*More info:
www.artikaeventi.com
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THE ART CURATOR
Daniel Buso is an art curator and historian of contemporay art. He
graduated at Ca’ Foscari University in Venice. His masters were Nico
Stringa (contemporary art professor) and Eugenio Manzato (former
director of Musei Civici Trevigiani). In 2006 he became part of Ca’ dei
Carraresi staff (Treviso) and he attended a Master for Art Curators in
MAXXI (Rome). In 2010 he founded the non-profit group Artika EasyArt
which in 2011 became Artika Events. In 2011 he brought ARTIKA to Ca’
dei Carraresi and gave life to the project «Contemporary Art
Exhibition». He has been collaborating with Elena Zannoni since 2012.

ARTIKA was created in 2010 by Daniel Buso. Our activities are: setups, marketing and everything it is necessary to bring into being
an Art event. Our first passion is contemporary art but recently we've
created amazing exhibitions connecting classical and modern art to
contemporary artists. Since 2011 we've been designing exhibitions
in Ca' dei Carraresi (Treviso), in 2016 we opened the Barchessa di Villa
Giovannina (restored villa in Villorba, Treviso), while since 2017 we've
been working in Museo Civico Casa Robegan by organizing solo shows
dedicated di important Italian artists, such as Omar
Galliani and Claudio Massini. The most important exhibitions we've
recently made are: BREAKFAST IN BEIRUT (a tribute to the Middle
East Art) in 2016, PLANTARIUM (the beauty of nature through the
magic of art) in 2017, GIAPPONE FIORITO in 2017 and RITRATTI (an
exhibition that connected the Renaissance to the young contemporary
artists of Bevilacqua La Masa Foundation).
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INFO

facebook.com
artika.eventi

web
www.artikaeventi.com

email
mostre@artikaeventi.com

+39 348 0041786
+39 349 1623368
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